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Shelf

FE TECHNOLOGIES RETURNS SHELF

The FE Technologies Return Shelves take the hassle out
of your returns process by reducing the number of times
returned items are touched by staff. Patrons simply return
their items to any one of the shelf cubicles, and the item
is immediately checked in and removed from the patron’s
account using blade antennas in each cubicle. What’s more,
the item is now able to be borrowed again by any other
patron. They simply remove the item from the shelf and
borrow it as normal. This means your high circulation items
and best-sellers are kept out with your patrons, not stuck
somewhere in the returns room.

The Returns Shelves are the most accurate on the market, with individual
readers in each cubicle meaning ALL items will be consistently read even
when the shelves are full.
The shelves cater for all your library’s returns needs, including:
• Exceptions - If there is an exception placed on the shelf, such as a
reserved item, staff are instantly alerted, and can remove the item and
act on it as required. The exception item will automatically produce a
printed slip for your staff (which is customisable, for example: an on
hold slip or transit slip). The exception slip also advises staff of the
cubicle number that the item can be found in.
• Old items - There is also a report on all items that have been left on
the shelf for several hours (libraries configure the number of hours).
This means that you can remove items that aren’t circulating and place
them back in the stacks.
• Dashboard - A dashboard screen shows staff a list of exceptions and a
search function per title. All lists show the cubical location of each item.
• User Experience - Patrons can place items anywhere on the shelves,
regardless of item type – this gives a more streamlined and user friendly
process to patrons – they do not have to figure out where to put DVDs
or magazines, or large books, for example – all items are placed in any
cubicle.
• Set Management - Set management can be performed via the Return
Shelves – staff will be alerted to any incomplete sets.
• Flexible configuration - The shelves are available in modules of 4-8
cubicles which are expandable and come in a range of high quality
laminate colours. You can even integrate these clever blade shelves
into your existing shelving design.

We’d love to discuss library RFID and its benefits with you and your team. We
can gladly set up a demonstration of our products at your premises, arrange
a tour of our site, or a visit to one of our up and running RFID libraries.

Give us a call:
Send us an email:
Or visit our website:

1 300 731 991
enquiries@fetechgroup.com
www.fetechgroup.com

